
Remember the bullwhip effect? Retailers and wholesalers massively over-ordered merchandise
following supply chain shocks just as the stimulus sugar high began waning. The missteps led to a
severe inventory problem at several retailers, who warned of impacts on margins as they get ready
to clean up mistakes.

The holiday season is quickly approaching, which means it?s time for retailers to buckle down on
their inventory overhang. How so? Deals! And lots of them. Discounts may get competitive as
retailers fight to move inventory, with discretionary incomes still being squeezed by inflation. Some
could be in store for large losses as massive brands race to liquidate high-cost inventory in a
demand-constrained environment. Per Bloomberg yesterday:

?Even just in the past three days, we?ve seen some of the biggest or most valuable
brands in the world contact us for help with excess inventory,? Kaplan said. ?It?s a full
tidal wave at this point. We need the customer to be spending, and until that happens,
the product?s not going to move.?

What To Watch Today
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https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-11-08/retailers-push-big-holiday-discounts-to-ease-inventory-avalanche
https://realinvestmentadvice.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/Inventory-Glut.png
https://bit.ly/3yWiGWN


7:00 a.m. ET: MBA Mortgage Applications, the week ended Nov. 4 (-0.8% prior)
10:00 a.m. ET: Wholesale Trade Sales, month-over-month, September (0.4% expected,
0.1% prior)
10:00 a.m. ET: Wholesale Inventories, month-over-month, September Final (0.8%
expected, 0.8% prior)
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Market Trading Update
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Yesterday, stocks broke above the 50-dma resistance but failed at the downtrend line from the
August peak. This morning stocks are set to open slightly lower but look to hold the 50-dma
support at the open. With markets not overbought, there is reason to expect the current rally to
continue, with the 100-dma being the initial objective. The CPI report tomorrow will likely decide the
fate of this rally short term.

The Fed Giveth and the Fed Taketh Away

Capital markets activity surged throughout 2020 and 2021 as companies welcomed cheap debt
and voracious investor risk-appetite. This was, of course, courtesy of the Fed?s response to the
Pandemic. While we wait for rate hikes and QT to flow through to the real economy and CPI, let?s
see how they are already impacting capital markets.

Skyrocketing financing costs and economic uncertainty have curbed capital markets activity to a
trickle recently, according to the Wall Street Journal. Mergers and acquisitions activity fell 43%
through September and October versus the same period last year. Even more alarming, IPO
activity dropped 95% from last October as the Fed?s liquidity drain takes a toll on risk-appetite.
October hasn?t seen this little activity since 2011- the hangover is kicking in now that the Fed is
taking the punch bowl away. Get ready for a rough 2023 in investment banking.

?The new reality has crashed down on companies and their investors in a matter of
months. Bankers and private-equity firms have gone from funding takeovers at lofty
prices with ease to scrambling to raise debt at any price.?



Treasuries Got You Spooked? Consider This Chart

Treasury debt is traditionally a risk-off investment that offers protection through stock market
downturns. This year has been quite different, however, with Treasuries seeing their worst year in
over a century amidst a correction in stocks. The chart below, courtesy of Michael Venuto, plots
annual total return of the 10-Year Treasury note going back to the late 19th century.

Every time the total return was less than -5% in a year, the subsequent year provided a positive
total return. In many cases, investors were rewarded with a relatively large total return in the next
year. This chart isn?t to suggest you should go put your entire portfolio in long-term Treasuries, but
to show that based on historical returns, the risk-reward dynamics look quite favorable after a year
like we?ve experienced. For those risk-averse investors who might be second-guessing whether
Treasuries have a place in their portfolio after this year, to shy away now could be costly.
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Liquidity Crunch in Crypto Land

Speaking of ?the Fed taketh away?, yesterday cryptocurrency exchange Binance entered a non-
binding agreement to acquire a rival exchange, FTX. It appears to be coming from a place of
necessity rather than opportunity. With that said, get ready for some volatility in crypto land. The
CEO of Binance, Changpeng Zhao, tweeted yesterday:
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?This afternoon, FTX asked for our help. There is a significant liquidity crunch. To
protect users, we signed a non-binding LOI, intending to fully acquire http://FTX.com
and help cover the liquidity crunch. We will be conducting a full DD in the coming days.?

Tweet of the Day

Please subscribe to the daily commentary to receive these updates every morning before
the opening bell.

If you found this blog useful, please send it to someone else, share it on social media,
or contact us to set up a meeting.

https://t.co/BGtFlCmLXB
https://email.realinvestmentadvice.com/h/r/A7CA8344DBDF34FD2540EF23F30FEDED

